BID TABLE CHANGE

NOTICE: two changes have been made to the Bid Table. Vendors will need to re-download the Bid Table in order to submit a complete bid.

Bolton has withdrawn from the public bid and has been removed from the bid table, and Cromwell’s bid request has changed fuel type to regular unleaded. Vendors will need to download and submit the new version of the bid table on Bonfire in order for their submission to be complete. Vendors will also be asked to confirm receipt of this addendum.

OPPORTUNITY Q&A ANSWERS

Please provide the 'Quantity Required' for the following items: #1-6, 1-8, 1-14, 1-18, 1-19, 1-23, 1-24, 1-26, 1-27, and 1-35.

These towns (Bloomfield, Darien, Ellington, Hebron, New Canaan, New London, Preston, Somers, South Windsor, Stafford, and Windsor Locks) did not submit their quantities to CRCOG during this bid cycle. CRCOG has no knowledge of whether these towns will participate in the gasoline bid this year. Since these towns have participated in prior years, their addresses and tank details have been left in if vendors would like to propose a price to them.

When bidding a differential from the New Haven Rack Average as published by OPIS are bid prices based on branded or unbranded gasoline?

The differential should be applied to the rack average of whichever fuel is provided. If your bid contains a price difference in the differential between branded and unbranded gasoline in the bid results, please note for which type you are submitting your main response. Then provide an alternate bid on the bid table for the other type.
For CREC item, can vendors deliver to them via Tank Wagon or Trailer? Please provide copies of gas invoices/BOLs and delivery tickets.

For delivery to CREC, the facility requests a straight truck. No trailers.

CRPC members make their own awards, purchase orders, and deliveries. CRCOG cannot provide information about awarded contracts.

Please confirm the tank size on Darien. Years back they had a 2,000 gallon tank at this location but bid notes a 6,000 gallon tank.

The 6,000 gallon tank size is correct.

Please confirm that Cromwell wants Midgrade gasoline, as they currently take Regular.

Cromwell has updated their request to regular unleaded. Please see and submit the updated bidtable and acknowledge receipt of updated bidtable in the data request section of your submission.

For Rocky Hill-who was awarded for 2019? Please provide copies of gas invoices/BOLs and delivery tickets.

CRPC members make their own awards, purchase orders, and deliveries. CRCOG cannot provide information about awarded contracts.

For Hebron-who was awarded for 2019? Please provide copies of gas invoices/BOLs and delivery tickets.

CRPC members make their own awards, purchase orders, and deliveries. CRCOG cannot provide information about awarded contracts.

For New London-who was awarded for 2019? Please provide copies of gas invoices/BOLs and delivery tickets.

CRPC members make their own awards, purchase orders, and deliveries. CRCOG cannot provide information about awarded contracts.

For East Hampton-who was awarded for 2019? Please provide copies of gas invoices/BOLs and delivery tickets.

CRPC members make their own awards, purchase orders, and deliveries. CRCOG cannot provide information about awarded contracts.